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Añejo 

"Best Margaritas in Calgary"

Añejo is an inspired Mexican restaurant that boasts an impressive

collection of over 200 tequilas, though most guests tend to sample the

restaurant's house-made margaritas, which have been called the best in

Calgary. The restaurant is housed in a multi-level industrial-chic building

lit by a gigantic skylight. Sample Jalisco-inspired delights like guacamole

prepared in a traditional lava rock mortar, or tuck into a variety of Mexican

dishes all crafted with the freshest of ingredients. Be sure to bring along

some friends to share a ceviche tasting alongside a variety of other

Mexican tapas.

 +1 587 353 2656  anejo.ca/4thstreet/  4thst@anejo.ca  2116 4th Street Southwest

#2, Calgary AB
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Los Chilitos Taco & Tequila House 

"Colorful Mexican"

Revel in the authentic Mexican experience of tacos and tequilas at Los

Chilitos on 17th Avenue. The establishment, inspired by the Taquerias

(Spanish establishments serving and selling tacos) in Mexico, has had

foodies raving thanks to their fresh preparations and authentic recipes.

Apart from first-rate tacos, the food menu is replete with Mexican favorite

ranging from burritos and nachos to fajitas. Accompanying the food is a

superb list of tequilas and sangria. The restaurant interiors are as colorful

as they can be with bright red, yellow and orange walls with pictures and

paintings adorning them, and even more colorful chairs dotting the tables.

If that's too much color, you can simply chill out at the sunny patio. With

great facilities for holding private functions, this is one of the best

Mexican restaurants in the area..

 +1 403 228 5528  www.chilitos.ca/taberna/  info@chilitos.ca  1309 17th Avenue South

West, Calgary AB
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